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• Some aspects of Islam, namely those linked to ‘national traditions,’ have been rehabilitated by the Uzbek government, which sees in Islam an element of its narrative about the Uzbek ahistorical national identity.
• However, in practice, the state authoritarian rule persecutes extremist religious
activities and raises suspicion against anything considered ‘too’ Islamic, both in
terms of ideology and faith practices.
• Religious education is very strictly controlled and limited. Small scale religious
education at home is tolerated to a certain degree, when taught by women.
• The contemporary Uzbek Muslim identity is not based on a literal reading of the
Quran, but rather on the everyday practice of religious rituals, knowledge from
local mullahs, and social practices.
• The issue of transmitting religion as a faith and knowledge, and as a practice, is
at the core of current debates about interpretative and subjective experiences of
Islam.
• The brides’ school thus serves as a space not only for basic moral and religious
education of the youth, but also for other useful things such as matchmaking, networking, and starting up business initiatives.
• A kelin (bride) has a very low, if not the lowest status, in the family and kinship
networks as well as in her neighborhood of residence.
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Introduction: Islam in Uzbekistan

a faith and knowledge, and as a practice, is at the
core of current debates about interpretative and
subjective experiences of Islam.5

The status of Islam in Uzbekistan is complex.
The majority of the population is Muslim, but
the state promotes secular and democratic principles of governance. Some aspects of Islam,
namely those linked to ‘national traditions,’ have
been rehabilitated by the Uzbek government,
which sees in Islam an element of its narrative
about the Uzbek ahistorical national identity.1
However, in practice, the state authoritarian rule
persecutes extremist religious activities and

Nonetheless, there is still a gap in the literature, which overlooks practices that take place
in more closed, and private spheres of community life. These initiatives remain discreet, as
the state authorities often decry them as part of
a broader Islamic threat. However, they deeply
shape the social fabric at the local level and play
a key role in circulating and interiorizing what

The ‘good’ Islam is submissive to the state authority and limited to

irregular visits to officially recognized mosques, while any other means of
religious expression is considered a ‘bad’ and ‘false’ conception of Islam
raises suspicion against anything considered
‘too’ Islamic, both in terms of ideology and faith
practices. The ‘good’ Islam is submissive to the
state authority and limited to irregular visits to
officially recognized mosques, while any other
means of religious expression is considered a
‘bad’ and ‘false’ conception of Islam.2 Religious
education is very strictly controlled and limited.
Small scale religious education at home is tolerated to a certain degree, when taught by women.
Informal religious gatherings of male religious
leaders and ulemas were already well known
in the Fergana Valley in early 1970s, and these
circles gained even more prominence in the last
two decades.3
Decades of atheism promoted by the Soviet
regime have left their traces in the daily
arrangements and practices of people in postSoviet Muslim states. After the collapse of the
Soviet Union, the so-called ‘return’ of religion
was visible mainly in family-related and gender
issues,4 and in reassessing the role of religion in
defining national and social identity. The contemporary Uzbek Muslim identity is not based
on a literal reading of the Quran, but rather on
the everyday practice of religious rituals, knowledge from local mullahs, and social practices that
are considered to be traditional and therefore
respected. The issue of transmitting religion as

are considered to be social norms and morality
in post-Soviet Uzbek society.

This paper presents a case study of a school
for brides that a woman involved in a variety
of migrants’ networks organized. Migrants
who moved from various parts of Uzbekistan
to Tashkent have formed their networks and
communities in the capital. Sarvinoz educates
youth and their parents about Islam and how
to become a proper Muslim; in her school she
teaches Arabic and one’s duties as a proper
Muslim. This case study sheds light on microefforts on the ground to bring the Islam back to
daily life.

A trajectory of female leadership

2

Sarvinoz is a woman in her early 50s who has
two daughters and a son. She was a gynecologist by profession and practiced until she was
married. She was the seventh kelin6 (bride) in a
large family with eleven sons. Before moving to
Tashkent and opening the school, Sarvinoz demonstrated unusual qualities and organizational
capabilities, especially considering her status as
kelin who conventionally would not have enough
independence from her husband and in-laws to
do anything beyond her household and family
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matters. The events she organized involved
young unmarried and married women getting
together for tea and discussing problems, or
other similar social activities. Sarvinoz pointed
to the fact that all kelins lived in the same house
as their parents-in-law, which was very challenging for her. She spoke at length about the
difficulties, as she put it, of coping with her
“very strict” mother in-law and living together
with “very different” women under the same
roof. She was a very “exemplary” (obratzoviy)
kelin and was respected for that. She had been

engagement also gave her incentives to spend
her free time in a more interesting way than
merely sitting at home and serving her parentsin-law, deprived of a job. In addition, she did not
have her own children for more than ten years,
which left her freer than others who were busy
rearing children from the first year of their marriage. Sarvinoz had to adopt a child after ten or
twelve years. Immediately after the adoption,
she became pregnant and gave birth to a daughter. After another five or six years she gave birth
to a son.

After the collapse of the Soviet Union, the so-called ‘return’ of religion was
visible mainly in family-related and gender issues, and in reassessing the
role of religion in defining national and social identity
A brides’ school…for all

well educated, was open minded (ochiq), and
very active in organizing social events with the
people around her.

Sarvinoz gained popularity as an organizer of
the brides’ school already in her home town and
the number of her listeners grew. She continued
her school in Tashkent in her little office—a two
room flat on the first floor of an apartment house
in Tashkent, situated in front of her husband’s
office.7 The school was now open not only for
girls, but also for boys and mothers. It aimed to
prepare good kelins, husbands and mothers inlaw. For the girls, the stakes are high. A kelin has a
very low, if not the lowest status, in the family and
kinship networks as well as in her neighborhood
of residence. She is never called by name and only
recognized as a ‘kelin of so and so’. Later when she
lives separately from her in-laws, she will be called
a wife of so and so. Only after she has already married off her daughters and sons, and became a
mother in-law herself, will she finally be called by
name and given a full social status.

Her experience of being one of many kelins
helped her to learn diplomacy in order to ‘keep
the peace’ in the family and gave her much of
the knowledge she now shares with the young
women around her. As a result, she initiated
social gatherings of young girls among her relatives and friends to talk about different matters
that were of primary concern for any future kelin.
Parents—especially mothers—were happy to
send their daughters to attend those social gatherings. First of all, girls would get to know each
other better and secondly, they would be noticed
in the environment of families with ‘good standing’, such as the in-laws of Sarvinoz herself. In
turn, being seen in ‘good’ or ‘elite/higher class’
circles of families, and learning such ‘important’
matters, would offer better chances for a successful marriage. Finally, the knowledge these
girls acquire at Sarvinoz’s gatherings is one thing
that their busy mothers must teach them.

As for Sarvinoz, she was interested in enhancing
her reputation among the parents of the girls,
which would earn her recognition as somebody more than a kelin in a family within her
immediate social surroundings. Her new social

3

Although the school widened its range of listeners and attendees, they were all part of Sarvinoz’s
surrounding networks (faqat ozlarimiznikilar/
only our own people). 8 She stated that “there
are no strangers (chujoylar) in the classroom”. I
attended several classes for both girls and boys,
but did not have a chance to attend those for
mothers-in-law. During classes both boys and girls
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learned how to write Arabic, what it means to
be a proper Muslim, and the duties of children
to their parents and of wives to their husbands.
She also explained, mostly to girls, how it was
to live in a family and to take care of a husband
and children and at the same time respect elders
and please parents-in-law (qaynota-qaynana).
She often talked about the life stories of others
in order to bring up positive and negative examples. Mothers-in-law attending the classes mostly
talked about how to keep peace at home and live
together with daughters-in-law. That class pro-

in her understanding, is “to do something good
for someone for free and to give something to
someone who needs it”.11 She explained during my
interview with her that every Muslim should do
savab as much as possible and that it was a duty
for each Muslim. Another ‘holy mission’ (niyat12)
is to educate people about Islam as a devoted
Muslim herself. She said that it was important for
each Muslim mother to bring up her children with
awareness and good knowledge of Islam, but recognized with regret that she had not yet reached
that goal, and that she was the only person in her

Local charismatic leaders play a key role in creating new spaces for private
initiatives. They constitute a new form of both religious and economic
entrepreneurship, social reach of which is still largely underestimated

family who did not drink alcohol, prayed five times
a day, and kept roza (fasting).

vides many chances to chat and gossip since the
‘students’ were Sarvinoz’s friends. They met at
her office, made tea, talked about their everyday
life and children, planning events, and gossiping
about others. This is also a good opportunity for
mothers to shape the future of their children in
terms of marriage and, for boys, careers.

Some concluding remarks

The bride school I presented is a very informal
one. Some are more formal and officially registered—the kelinlar maktabi—and offer courses for
young women on cooking, sewing, and other craft
work that can be useful not only for the household
but also as a profession. Sarvinoz’s bride-school
is also unusual since its doors are open for both
young people of both sexes, as well as their mothers. This school thus serves as a space not only for
basic moral and religious education of the youth,
who are considered to be spoiled and threatened
by a low level of morality, but also for other useful things such as matchmaking, networking, and
starting up business initiatives.

Sarvinoz could be compared to the otin-oyi
described by Habiba Fathi, 9 i.e. those women
providing Islamic education for youths, mostly
girls in their neighborhoods. Sarvinoz is more
than just an otin-oyi, as she has multiple social
identity: she is also a business woman, a care
provider for newly arrived migrants, a match
maker, and an ethnic entrepreneur. Unlike otinoyi, who is limited to religious education and
often as a healer function, Sarvinoz can promote
religious education outside a purely religious
frame, through chats, meetings, and events in
which learning and understanding the Quran
is not necessary. She is not proselytizing Islam
stricto sensu, but “brings religion back into the
peoples’ lives” as she has stated herself.

Sarvinoz estimates that people define themselves
as Muslims but do not practice Islam before entering an elder age, conventionally between 50 and
60 years old. The aim of her school is to do something good in a religious sense (savab10). Savab,

4

Charismatic leaders such as Sarvinoz are exceptional cases. Not so many people take a private
leadership of their communities with a particular
focus on the youth in terms of their family values
and religious knowledge. Sarvinoz denounced a
rising gap in the current educational system as
well as education at home, as parents became
either too busy or are living too far away from
their families (due to labor migration) to manage
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moral education. She thinks that there is an
urgent need for those elders, or younger women
who have additional time outside of their household, to contribute into additional education of
the youth. There are also other interests involved
in ‘elders’ educating youth about Islam. The religion serves as a medium through which elders
would like to strengthen, regain, and support
their legitimacy and status in their communities. Young people who have sufficient or strong
beliefs in Islam are easy to guide in the name of
the religion. These people are more obedient and
not rebellious when it comes, for example, to following one’s traditions and culture.  

4.

The private initiatives briefly presented in this
paper are important to study in order to understand local perceptions of morality and religion
as well as youth education. These local charismatic leaders play a key role in creating new
spaces for private initiatives: they dramatically
shape the life of their communities, but they
are also able to build economically profitable
structures. They constitute a new form of both
religious and economic entrepreneurship, social
reach of which is still largely underestimated.
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